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New equationof state (EOS) data for brucite Mg(OH)2 shockedbetween12 and 60 GPa are
reported. When combinedwith earlier data of Simakovet al. (1974), it is found that brucite EOS
data between12 and 97 GPa can be fit with a singlelinear Us-uprelationship:Us -- 4.76(0.11) -•1.35(0.05)up. The third order Birch-Murnaghanequationparametersare: Kos -- 51 + 4 GPa and
K•os= 5.0 + 0.4. The lack of a Us-up discontinuityindicatesthat no phasetransformationwith
a significant volume change occurs to at least 97 GPa. However, thermodynamic and theoretical
Hugoriot calculations suggestbrucite may dehydrate with only a small volume change. A lower
bound for this dehydration pressure under shock conditions is inferred to be 26 GPa. We report
the first partial releasestates measuredfor this material. The data are in quantitative agreement

with earlier shockrecoveryexperiments(Lange and Ahrens, 1984). Volatilization upon release
begins at pressures as low as 12 GPa, much less than predicted by the shock entropy method.
Calculated phase boundaries using the present EOS data are consistent with experimental data
and indicate that brucite is unlikely to be stable under lower mantle conditions. However, brucite
data, in conjunction with data for silicates and oxides, can be used to infer the effect of He O on

lowermantleproperties.At highpressure,bulk soundvelocitiescalculatedfor MgO and Mg(OH)2
are very similar, indicating that the presenceof hydrous assemblagesin the lower mantle may not
produce anomalousbulk seismicvelocities. Comparison of densitiesin brucite and other highpressure phases under mantle conditions indicates that the water content of the lower mantle is
between 0 and 3 wt %.

INTRODUCTION

For morethan 20 years,shockwavedata haveplayedan
important role in studyingboth the accretionof the Earth
and the composition of the interior. Volatilization of im-

pacting planetesimMshas been shownto be an important
process'in
the evolutionof the Earth'satmosphere
[Ahrens,
1990]. It may alsohave a profoundeffecton the evolutionof
the interiorsincethermal blanketingby a thick early atmospherecouldhaveresultedin extensivemeltingof the Earth

atures for a given thermal output [McGovern and Schubert,
1989]. Water would lower the mantle solidusas well, possibly allowing small amounts of hydrous partial melts to exist

in the lower mantle [Duffy and Ahrens,1990a].
In this paper, the behavior of the hydrous mineral brucite,

Mg(OH)2, is studied under shockloading conditions. The
results are brought to bear on both the volatilization of incoming material and the role of water in the Earth's interior.
Brucite is an ideal material to study in these respects since

it is water-rich( 25-30 wt. % H20) and becauseit is struc-

[Abeand Matsui, 1986]. The stabilityof hydrousminerals turally and compositionally simple. Our results complement

under mantle conditionsis also an important consideration a recent shock wave study of the hydrous silicate serpentine

in atmospheric
evolutionasdegassing
of the mantleoverge- [Tyburczyet al., 1991].
ologictime can alsopossiblyexplainthe presentatmosphere,
Previously,Sireskor et al. [1974] acquiredshock data
particularlyif anyprimitiveatmosphere
wasstrippedby im- on brucite to 97 GPa. Their results provided no clear evipact of a moon-formingbolide.

Duringaccretion,somefractionof the incomingvolatile
budgetis incorporatedinto the growingplanet. The incorporationand retentionof water wouldhavelargedynamical
and structuraleffects.The presenceof free water in the upper mantle has beenproposedas an explanationfor the seis-

dence for dehydration or other phase changes. We wished
to reexamine this result and its potential implications for
the Earth's interior. In addition, we report the first measurements of isentropic release states in brucite. These re-

suits are then comparedto shockrecoverydata [Langeand
Ahrens, 1984] and theoretical predictionsof volatilization

miclowvelocityzone[Liu, 1989].Reactions
involvingwater- and applied to Earth accretion models.
bearingmineralsmay play a role in generatingdeepsubductionzoneearthquakes
[Meadeand Jeanloz,1989].The
EXPERIMENTAL
DETAILS
presence of a few wt.

% water could alter mantle miner-

The natural brucite samplesusedin this study originated

alogy[Liu, 1987]. The effectof wateron mantledynamics
has alsobeenrecentlystudied. The presenceof water would
reducemantle viscosityand resultin lowermantle temper-

from Lodi, Nevada and Texas, Pennsylvania. Bulk chemical analyses of representative samples are shown in Table
1. The average Archimedean bulk density of the samples

was2.382+ 0.022g/cms. The average
crystaldensity,determined by weighing the samples in •ir and toluene under
Copyright 1991 by the American Geophysical Union.
Paper number 91JB0098Z

controlled
temperature
conditions,
was2.391•: 0.017g/cms.
This agreeswell with the tabulateddensityof 2.39 g/cms

0148-0227]91 ]91 JB-00987505.00

[Hurlbutt and Klein, 1977]. The porosityof the sampleswas
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TABLE 1. Chemic•d Composition of Brucite Samples

TABLE 2. Equation of State Standards

Material
Oxide
MgO

Wt. %
76.122

FeO

0.393

SiO9.

0.184

MnO

0.015

Cr9.Os

0.007

N•zO

0.003

CaO

0.003

TiO e

0.002

AleOs

H•.O
Total

Tungsten
Aluminum

Polystyrene foam

0.000

co,

g/cm3

km/s

s

0-2.1

19.24

4.04

1.23

0-1.8

2.71

5.38

1.34

0-4.8

0.0497

5.6-7.9

0.0497

Lexan

0- 2.9

Graphite foam

0-4.7

0.243

1.118

-0.493

1.354

1.196

2.449

1.498

1.011

0.79

1.30

All data fromMarsh[1980].

102.123

exceptionally small as the average difference between the

bulk and crystal density was 0.4%. All sampleswere machined into rectangular targets 3-3.5 mm thick with lateral
at least

Po,

km/s

25.394

Average of sevenanalysesof brucite from Texas, Pennsylvania. H9.O obtained by thermogravimetric analysis. Others
obtained by electron microprobe;all Fe reported • FeO.

dimensions

1100

up Range,

Partial release states were obtained by measuring the
shock wave transit time through low impedance buffers in
contact with the sample. The buffer materials were lexan,

polystyrenefoam, and graphitefoam (Table 2). The pressure and particle velocity at the buffer-sample interface were
determined from the measured shock velocity and the known
buffer equation of state. An upper bound for the density
of the partially released state is obtained by integrating

the Riemann integral over a linear P-V path [Lyzengaand
Ahrens, 1978].

10 ram.

Subsequentchemical analysis revealed that some samples
from Lodi, Nevada contained potentially significantamounts

RESULTS

AND DISCUSSION

A total of 13 Hugoniot equation of state experiments

of calciumhydroxide(portlandite). By comparingmeasured were conducted on brucite specimens. Peak shock pressures

crystal densities with those expected for brucite and port-

landire [Robertset al., 1990], we find that samplesused
shots 200, 742, 744, and 745 may have contained more than

10 mol.% portlandite. Shots 744 and 745 may contain the
most calcium hydroxide with maximum amounts of 24% and

44%, respectively.The implications of this sample variability will be discussedin a later section.

ranged between 12 and 60 GPa. The experimental parameters are listed in Table 3, while the results of shock and release experiments are shown in Tables 3 and 4. The results
of those shots potentially containing significant amounts of
Ca are largely indistinguishable from the others, and consequently, all will be consideredtogether. The small amount of
scatter in the data indicates that sample variability is not a
significant problem in these experiments. The results of shot
200, however,lie significantly outside the uncertainty range

Shock compressionof brucite was achievedusing the Caltech 40-mm propellant and 25-mm light gas guns which together are capable of launching metallic flyer plates between
0.8 and 6.5 km/s. Projectile velocity was determinedboth
by double exposure flash X ray photography and by laser
interruption intervals on the 40-mm gun. On the light gas
gun, projectile velocity was measuredusing two 15-nsflash
X ray sourcesand electronictime interval counters.Targets
consistedof a metallic driver, brucite sample, and a low density buffer materiM. The targets were stepped so that two
small mirrors could be epoxied onto the rear surface of the
driver and sample. An additional mirror was affixed to the

In Figure 1, new shock compressiondata for brucite are
presentedin the shock velocity-particle velocity plane along

rear surface of the buffer.

with the earlier data of Simakovet al. [1974]. The present

Shock wave velocities

in the tar-

of the remainder

of the data and will be excluded

from sub-

sequent analysis. The exceptionally high density resulting
from this shot may be due to transformation of the Ca-rich
component to a high-pressure phase as expected from static

compression
studies[Meade and Jeanloz,1990].
Compression States

get and buffer were determined by recordingthe destruction

data appear to be slightly more incompressible,however,the
of the mirrors by the shock arrival via an image converter two data sets are consistent in that there is no measurable
streak camera and Xenon light source. More detailed discus- changein slope throughout the pressurerange of the data.
sionsof the experimental technique may be found in Jackson This indicates that no phase transition with an appreciable

an Ahren [1979]and Ahren [1987].
Tungsten and aluminum flyer and driver plates were used,
with symmetric impact conditions applying in all experi-

volume changeis occurring within the pressureand temperature range of these experiments. The density reported by

Simakovet al. [1974]is 2.37g/cms, whichis 0.5%lessthen

ments. Equation of state (EOS) parametersfor the flyers the average of our samples. Thus, the samplesof Simakov
and drivers are listed in Table 2. Material velocity behind
the shock front was determined through impedance match-

et al. may have more porosity, water, or light impurities.
It is known empirically that shock wave data for many

ing [Ahrens, 1987] and pressure-volumestates were calcu- materials can be described by a linear function of the form:
lated using the Rankine-Hugoniot equations which relate
thermodynamic variables to the kinematic variables of the
flow. Uncertainties were determined by standard error prop-

agation techniques[Jacksonand Ahrens,1979].

U. = Co+ sup

(1)

where U• is the shockwavevelocity,up is the material velocity behind the shock, co is the zero pressurebulk sound ve-
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TABLE 3. Brucite Hugoniot Experiments

Shot Flyer/ u/p,km/s p,,g/cm
8 U,,km/s up,km/s P, GPa p,g/cm
8
Driver

553

554

670

671

742

743

744

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

745

W

750

W

751

199

200

208

W

AI

AI

AI

2.419

2.397

7.489

2.007

36.02

3.275

0.031

0.003

0.051

0.026

0.52

0.019

2.343

2.387

7.526

1.941

35.01

3.230

0.099

0.003

0.080

0.084

1.54

0.050

1.873

2.400

6.916

1.567

26.00

3.103

0.030

0.001

0.067

0.026

0.47

0.018

1.551

2.388

6.603

1.305

20.57

2.975

0.016

0.001

0.066

0.014

0.28

0.011

2.360

2.377

7.457

1.961

34.76

3.225

0.026

0.002

0.049

0.022

0.44

0.016

2.433

2.382

7.523

2.019

36.19

3.256

0.033

0.001

0.023

0.028

0.51

0.017

3.062

1.894

2.360

6.924

1.588

25.96

0.034

0.002

0.131

0.029

0.63

0.026

1.891

2.325

7.004

1.587

25.83

3.007

0.030

0.033

0.105

0.02{}

0.62

0.048

1.508

2.393

6.557

1.2{}9

19.91

2.967

0.015

0.002

0.055

0.013

0.25

0.010

1.017

2.410

5.870

0.886

12.25

2.827

0.011

0.004

0.128

0.010

0.27

0.014

4.699

2.384

8.387

2.494

49.86

3.393

0.004

0.001

0.201

0.028

0.78

0.049

5.602

2.378

8.185

3.079

59.94

3.812

0.003

0.003

0.164

0.029

0.84

0.065

5.194

2.394

8.68{}

2.753

57.26

3.505

0.00{}

0.002

0.283

0.039

1.19

0.075

W, tungsten;
AI, aluminum1100;u/p, flyerplatevelocity;andp,, initial bulkdensity.

locity, and the parameter s is related to the pressurederiva-

tive of the zero pressurebulk modulusK•ooby

K•oo
----4s-- 1

(2)

This is known as the shock wave equation of state.
A linear weighted least squaresfit to the data of Table 1
yields

Us----4.83(0.10)-[-1.34(0.05)u•o

velocitieswere6.28(0.18)km/s and 2.95(0.19)km/s, yielding a bulk soundvelocityof 5.28(0.26)km/s whichis about
10% greaterthan the U,-u•, intercept,co,obtainedfrom our
experiments.

Pressure-densitystates attained in the shockcompression
of brucite are shown in Figure 2. The results may be better understood by reducing the data to an isentrope and fitting to a Birch-Murnaghan EOS. A convenientformalism for
achieving this is the normalized pressure-normalized strain

wherethe numbersin parentheses
representone standard or F-f formalism[Birch,1978]adaptedfor Hugoniotanalysis
deviationuncertainties.
Simakovet al. [1974]didnot report [Heinzand Jeanloz,1984;Ahrensand Jeanloz,1987].
uncertainties for their experiments. An unweighted least

The Eulerian strain, f, is expressedas

squares fit to their data yields

4.46(0.22)+ 1.41(0.08)u•o

f--•

-1

(3)

The two data sets overlap at the 2a level. We therefore

adopt the combineddata set as representingthe shockwave where p and po are Hugoniot and ambient densities respecequation of state of brucite. A least squares fit to all the tively. The normalized pressure, F, reduced from Hugoniot
data using equal weights gives
to isentropic conditions is

U, = 4.76(0.11)+ 1.35(0.05)up
which is similar to the fit from the presentdata alone. The
zero pressure bulk modulus from the shock wave EOS is 54

-P
F-3f(1
+2f)i[1+(2--1.57)f]

(4)

+ 3 GPa and the first pressurederivative is 4.4 + 0.2.
where 7 is the Gruneisen parameter and P is the Hugoniot
Zero pressure sound velocities were measured ultrasoni- pressure. The Birch-Murnaghan equation to third order in
cally for severalsamples.Averagecompressionaland shear strain can be expressed as a linear equation:

14,322
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TABLE

4. Brucite Partial

Release States

Measured

Shot
553

Buffer
Lexan

Polystyrene
554

Lexan

Graphite
670

Lexan

Polystyrene
671

Lexan

Polystyrene
742

Lexan

Polystyrene
743

Lexan

Graphite
744

Lexan

Polystyrene
745

Lexan

Gr aphite
750
751

Polystyrene
Lexan

Polystyrene
199

200
208

Polystyrene

Grap hire
Polystyrene

Calculated

Usb
, km/s upb,
km/s P6,GPa P6,g/cma Pc,g/cma To,K
6.551

2.738

21.40

2.924

0.194

0.130

1.65

0.153

4.615

3.911

0.90

2.448

0.079

0.071

0.03

0.058

6.381

2.625

19.98

2.935

0.194

0.130

1.59

0.185

4.897

3.159

0.070

0.054

16.54
0.52

2.565

5.662

2.145

14.49

2.847

0.054

0.57

0.070

4.630

3.924

0.90

1.840

0.094

0.084

0.04

0.064

5.230

1.856

11.58

2.703

0.129

0.086

0.82

0.103

3.771

3.156

0.59

1.970

0.089

0.080

0.03

0.062

6.459

2.677

20.63

2.887

0.166

0.111

1.38

0.129

5.571

4.766

1.32

1.834

0.085

0.076

0.04

0.051

6.513

2.713

21.08

2.950

0.103

0.069

0.87

0.084

4.815

3.096

0.060

0.046

0.44

5.743

2.199

15.07

2.722

0.089

0.059

0.64

0.084

4.665

3.955

0.92

1.817

0.099

0.089

0.04

0.068

5.700

2.170

14.76

2.752

0.088

0.059

0.63

0.083

10.46

2.414

678

2.968

715

2.889

708

2.860

531

2.427

498

2.775

445

2.406

420

2.973

710

2.412

655

3.041

746

2.745

2.923

736

2.833

530

2.388

496

2.824

531

2.711

523

2.410

412

2.645

348

2.419

336

2.429

1143

3.088

1373

2.468

1213

0.064

4.084

2.534

0.077

0.059

0.44

3.659

3.055

0.56

1.993

0.066

0.059

0.02

0.048

2.558
0.081

4.294

1.232

6.31

2.658

0.199

0.133

0.97

0.143

2.509

2.027

0.25

2.146

0.031

0.028

0.01

0.031

6.821

5.402

1.83

2.124

0.199

0.147

0.10

0.086

6.245

4.196

0.226

0.174

2.06

8.959

6.981

3.11

1.625

0.324

0.239

0.22

0.104

26.49

737

0.158

0.081

15.94

3.009

3.338
0.167

Us•, buffershockvelocity;u•,•,releasestate particlevelocity;Pb, releasestate pressure;
Pb,
releasestate densityof brucite;Pc, calculatedreleasestate densityusing(17) and (18); To, calculated
releasestate temperatureusing(19).
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o[

3

4

Particle Velocity (krn/s)

0.00

0.06

0.12

Strain,

Fig. 1. Shock velocity-particle velocity data for brucite. Solid

circleswith error bars are data from this study (Table 2). Open
symbolsare data reported by Simakov et al. [1974]. The line
is a least squares fit to the combined data set. The range of
ultrasonically determined bulk sound velocities is shown by the
box along the/t axis.

F = Ko• (1 - 2ff3,)

(5)

where Ko• is the 0 pressureisentropicbulk modulus and f3H
is given by

f3H-- f1 4-(2[1+ (21.57)f
- 7)f]

(6)

0.18

0.24

f

Fig. 3. Shockdata for brucite in the normalizedpressure(F)normalizedstrain (f) representation. Symbolsare the same as
in Figures 1 and 2. The solid curve is a straight line fit to the
combined data set with all data weighted equally. The dashed

curveis a weightedfit to the presentdata only (solidsymbols).

Gruneisenparameter, 7- Its value can be obtainedfrom
the thermodynamic identity

70= poCp

(8)

The volume coefficient of thermal expansion, a, of brucite

is unknown,
but we estimatea • 25 x 10-6K -• basedon

and

data for hornblende
and MgO [Skinner,1966;Suzuki,1975].
C'p,the specific
heatat constant
pressure,
is 1.325J/gK for
brucite[Robieet al., 1978]. Combiningthesewith po and

=}(4The data are presentedin the F-f plane in Figure 3.
One source of uncertainty in this calculation is the

Ko• from above, we estimate that
7o • 0.43 + 0.40.

The volume dependenceof 7 was modeled by
lOO

'

'

'O '

(9)
Values of q between 0 and 2 were consideredin the analy-

sis. A linear unweightedleast squaresfit using (5) to the
combined data set yields the parameters: Ko• = 51 -4- 4
•

60

GPa and K•o• = 5.0 -4-0.4. A weightedleast squaresfit to
the present data alone gives a similar result: Ko• = 53 -43 GPa and K•os= 5.0 -4-0.4. The fit to the combineddata
in the P-p plane is shown in Figure 2. By optimizing phase

• •o

equilibriaand heat capacitydata for brucite, Saxena[1989]

o/O//MgO
+H20

2O

,

obtained comparablevaluesfor the isothermal bulk modulus

and pressure
derivative:KoT = 57.1 GPa and K'oa,= 4.7.
Jeanloz[1989]has deriveda criterionfor the formal equivalence of the Birch-Murnaghan and shock wave equations

/
2.6

2.2

2.8

3.0

3.2

3.4

3.6

3.8

4.0

Fig. 2. Pressure-density data for brucite. Solid symbols are data

of this study (Table 2). Open symbolsare data of Simakovet al.
[1974]. The dashedcurveis a theoreticalHugoniot constructedfor
an ideal mixture of MgO and H20 with the thermal corrections
in the

text.

The

solid

curve

is a fit

The relation that must be satisfied is 18s7o =

162s2 - 360s4- 215. Usingthe shockwaveEOS above,we
must have 7o = 1.0 4- 0.1 for this materiM. This result

Density (gm/cm 3)

described

of state.

to the

combined

does not overlap the range of Gruneisen parameters determined from the thermodynamicdata above. Thus, the shock
waveequationof state and the third orderBirch-Murnaghan

equationcannot by consideredequivalentdescriptionsfor

data using the normalized pressure-normalized strain formalism

this materiM. A similar result has been found for serpentine

(seeFigure 3).

[Tyburczyet al., 1991].
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An interesting feature of the data is that all the brucite

tion given by Saxenaand Fei [1987]. The Gibbs free ener-

U• - uv data can be fit wi,th a singlestraightline (Figure giesobtainedfrom this expressionare in agreementwith the

1). Mostminerals
studied
to dateexhibitslopedisconti-data of Halbachand Chatterjee[1982],who useda modified
nuitiesin the U• -uv planewhichare interpretedas being Redlich-Kwongequation to obtain thermodynamicproper-

dueto polym0rphic
phasetransitions.Brucitethusjoins ties of H20 to 20 GPa and 1000 øC. Thermodynamicprop-

a smallgroupof minerals(e.g., MgO andA12Oa)that can ertiesof the solidphasesweretakenfrom Robieet al. [1978].

be expressedby a singleU•-

uv relationshipto pressures The properties of brucite above 600 øC were extrapolated

up to at l•ast 97 GPa. However,
somephasetransitionsusing lower temperature data.

(e.g.,melting)havevolumechanges
that are too smallto be
The stability of brucite as a function of pressureand temdetectedon the Hugoniot. Any phasetransitioninvolving perature was evaluated using
brucitemustthereforeinvolveonlya smallvolumechange.
Temperaturesalong the Hugoniot were calculatedfrom
the Hugoni0t energy equation and the first law of thermo-

IXG•(P, T) = IXG•(1, T) +

AV•dP+ RTln fa:o (13)

dynamics
usingthe methodof McOueenet al. [1967]:

where AGr is the differencein Gibbs free energy between
productsand reactants, lXV• is the volumechangebetween
(10) the solid ph•es, and fH•o is the fug•ity of water. The
dV= -T
+ •V 2C,,
d•hed curve in Figure 4 showsthe ph•e boundary resultwhere T is the temperature,P is the pressure,and Vis the
ing from the aboveequationwhenthe effectsof compressibilspecificvolumealongthe tIugoniot. C•, the specificheat at
ity and therm• expansionin the solid phis are neglected.
constantvolume,is assumedto be constantwith pressure
The c•culation is in good agreementwith experiment• data
and equalto Cp. The entropy,S, alongthe ttugoniotcanbe
up to 1000 øC. The U-shaped dehydration curve is due to
determined from a similar equation:
the large compressibilityof water. While temperature max-

dT (•) a•(VoV)+
P

as

(Vo- v)+ P

dV =

2T

ima •sociated with transformation to dense ph•es have
been observed experiment•ly for many hydrous miner,s,
no temperature ma•mum solely due to H20 compressibil-

(11)

Equations
(10) and(11) wereintegrated
numerically
using
q=l in (9). The calculated
pressure-temperature
Hugoniot ity h• beenexperiment•ly observed.Yamaokaet al. [1970]
reported a temperature ma•mum in the stability of brucite
at 1000 øC on the b•is of quenched samples. Later work,
including DTA results, demonstrates that no temperature

path is shownin Figure 4.

The equilibrium
phaseboundaryfor the reaction

Mg(OH)•.= MgO+ H:O

(12) ma•mum occursto at le•t 8 GPa and 1250 øC [Irving et

wascalculatedusingavailabledata for brucite,periclase,

al., 1977;Kanzaki, 1990; Canil and Scarfe,1990].

The incorporation of thermM exp•sivity and compressibility of the solid ph•es h• a dramatic effect on the locafromthe corresponding
stateformulation
of the virialequa- tion of the high pressureph•e boundary. This is indicated

and H•O. Thermodynamicpropertiesof H•.O were taken

by the solidcurve(d•hed above27 GPa) in Figure4. ThermM expansion •d

II

iot
ß Kanzaki,

40 [

I•/

I
.•\•
]
/
'•
• l*Bruci%e
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/
?.•,
30[
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EOS data for periclue were t•en

1990

Schramke
dSearle,
1990

ßCanil
an

x

Irving

+

et al., 1962
et al., 1977
et al.,

Y.... ka

1970

brucite were t•en from the present study and the thermM
expansionof brucite w• assumedto be the same • MgO.
High temperature volumes were cMculated from

V (T) = • exp

//

• (T) dT

V(P,T)=V(T) 1+ Ko/
300

(14)

wherea is the thermMexpansioncoefficient.The integrM
in (13) w• evMuatedusingthe Murnaghanequation:

o

o

from

Suzuki[1975]and Jacksonand Niesler[1982]. EOS data for

600

900

12oo

15oo

Ternperat•re (øC)

Fig. 4. Calculated phase diagram for brucite. The dashed curve
is the boundary for the reaction of (12) whencompressibilityarid
thermal expar•sivity of the solids are not accounted for. The solid

curve (dashedabove27 GPa) showsthe calculatedphaseboundary when these factors are included.

The solid curve labeled

(15)

The stability field of brudte is markedlyextendedat high
pressurebecausebrudte is significantly more compressible
than MgO. While this ph•e bound•y is uncert•n above

1000 øC, it appearsto be in better agreementwith the experimentMdata of Kanzaki [1990].It is Msoconsistentwith
vibrationM spectra in,caring that brucite is stable at room

temperatureto at le•t a4 GPa [Krugeret al., 1989]. To

Hugoni0t is the shock pressure-temperature path. The dash-dot investigatethe stability of brucite at roomtemperature,we
line is the projected ice VII melting curve [Mizhima and Endo, ev•uated(13) by directlyintegrating
thecompression
curve
1978]. The open circle representsthe lower bound of the calcu- of ice VII [Hemleyet al., 1987]. The Gibbsfreeenergyof
lated dehydration boundary at room temperature. Other symbols
ice VII at room pressureand temperaturemustbe greater
represent experimental determi.'nations of brucite-periclase equilibrium. The room temperature vibrational datum of Kruger et th• that of liquid water. The vMuefor water providesa
al. [1989]is representedby the star at 34 GPa. The dash-double lower bound for the reaction which is cMculated to be 24
dot curves axe representative mantle geotherms.
OPa (Figure 4). This boundary is very sensitiveto EOS
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parameters of brucite as well as the r•ference free energy
value.

The possibility must also be consideredthat the EOS parameters

of brucite

obtained

here are biased due to the de-
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In summary,brucite shockdata can be fit by a singleEOS
up to 97 GPa. Our preferred phase diagram is consistent
with brucite dehydration occurring above 41 GPa. Brucite
releasedata place a lower bound on dehydration at 26 GPa

hydrationreaction.As Ko and K•oare increased,the calcu-

which is similar

lated stability field of brucite contracts. The phase boundary calculated when compressibilityis ignored corresponds
to infinite Ko or //o. Incorporation of a temperature dependent bulk modulus would expand the brucite stability

temperature compressioncurve of ice VII. There is no evi-

to the lower bound inferred

from the room

dencefor dehydrationalongthe Hugoniot,possiblybecause

of the small volume change associated with the reaction.
Estimated mantle geothermsare shownin Figure 4. In norfield, however. The ph•e diagram b•ed on our EOS is mal mantle, brucite is not expectedto be stable at pressures
gener•ly consistentwith both the high temperaturedehy- greater than a few GPa although it could persist to somedration experimentsand the high pressurevibration• data what greater depths in slabs. Brucite is therefore unlikely
and therefore we believeit providesthe best estimate of the to be a stable water-bearing phase in the lower mantle.
It is interesting to contrast brucite with the behavior of
s•abilityof bruciteav•lablewith eMstingdata.
Th extension of the c•culated dehydration boundary in- its isomorph,calciumhydroxide(Ca(OH)2), whichhasbeen
statically to 38 GPa [Meadeand Jeanloz,1990].
tersects the brucite Hugoniot at 41 OPa. The equilibrium compressed
ph•e boundary providesa lower bound on the shockde- Amorphizationof Ca(OH)2 was found to occur and this is
hydration pressure• many reactionsneed to be strongly interpreted as due to a phasetransition below 11 GPa. Thus,
overdrivenbefore occurring under shockconditions. The re- magnesium hydroxide appears to be more stable than calle•e data discussedbelow •so provide a constrent • we cium hydroxide. This is analogous to the situation that
infer that some H:O is ret•ned upon rele•e from pressures occursin oxideswhere magnesium oxide is more stable than
calcium oxide.
• high • 56 OPa, •though most HaO is lost upon rele•e
at 26 OPa. Thus, the rele•e data suggest26 OPa • a lower
bound for the dehydration of brucite under shockconditions. Partial Release States
With av•lable EOS data, a theoretic• Hugoniot for the
Partial release states for brucite are listed in Table 4 and
mixed o•de •semblage HaO + MgO w• constructed. Fol- shown in Figure 5. At intermediate pressures,most release

lowingAl'tshulerand Sharipdzhanoo[1971],
we •sume ide•
points lie near or slightly to the left of the Hugoniot in acmi•ng between the o•de ph•es. The density of the shock cord with expected behavior. Near 10 GPa, the paths begin
compressedmixture is found by averaging the component
densities according to their weight fractions:

p•(P)=

p,(p)

to diverge from the Hugoniot and final post shock densities
are substantially less than the ambient density of brucite.
This contrasts with release paths for silicates, including serpentine, which are anomalously steep due to phase changes

(16) [Chhabildasand Miller,

wherepro(P) is the densityof the mixture •t Hugoniotpressure P, pi is the density of the o•de component, •nd Xi is
the weight fraction of the component. This method h• been
shown to be successfulin predicting the Hugoniot proper-

1985; Tyburczyet al., 1991]. This

reinforces the hypothesis that no large-volume phase change
occurs over the pressure range of these experiments.

Therapidshallowing
of therelease
pathsis similarto the
expected behavior of a material undergoing shock melting

ties of severMsilicates[Al'tshulerand Sharipdzhanoo,
1971].
It Mso produces reasonable bounds on the Hugoniot of •

complexw•ter-s•tur•ted grout [Grady and Furnish, 1988].
ß
ß
+
x
ß

Hugoniot properties of water •re from Mitchell and Nel-

lis [1982] •nd the properties of MgO •re from Vassiliou
and Ahrens [1981]. Temperaturesachievedupon shocMng
w•ter are up to 3000 K hotter th•n those achieved Mong
the brucite Hugoniot. MgO temperatures •re up to 1500

57
36
26
20
12

GPa
GPa
GPa
GPa
GPa

•' 4o

K colder. To account for these differences, effective thermM expansion coe•cients were computed •t each pressure
by comparing the Hugoniot density with that Mong • 300
K isotherm.

The

relewnt

isotherm

d•t•

are from

[osa]

Jackson

vdum

change on melting for HaO •bove 25 GPa w•

•ssumed to

be 16.67cm•/g [Zharkooand Trubitsyn,1978]. The thermM expansion coe•cients were used to correct the densities
to temperature conditions Mong the brucite Hugoniot. The
resulting mixed oMde Hugoniot for brucite is shown •s the
d•shed curve in Figure 2. CMcul•ted densities Mong the
mixed o•de Hugoniot •re up to 4 % denser th•n the fit
to the brucite

d•t•.

Given

the uncert•nties

in shock tem-

peratures and the •ver•ging procedure, the correspondence
between these curves is re•on•ble. This implies that EOS
d•t• provide little •dditionM information on the possiblede-

hydrationof brucite • reactionof (12) is predictedto h•ve
only • smM1 effect on the EOS.

1.6

1.9

2.3

2.6

2.9

3.3

3.6

Density (gm/cm a)
Fig. 5. Partial release states obtained for brucite. Hugoniot
points are indicated by solid and open circles as in Figure 2. The
solid curve is the fit to the data obtained in Figure 3. Other
symbols represent measured partial release states; each symbol
corresponds to a different peak Hugoniot pressure as indicated in
the legend. Dashed curves are calculated Mie-Gruneisen release
paths from Hugoniot pressures of 12 and 36 GPa. The dash-dot
curve is the actual inferred release path from 36 GPa.
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or vaporizationupon adiabaticrelease[Ahrens,1987]. Final
postshockvolume is generally a decreasingfunction of peak
shockpressure,suggestingthat increasingamountsof materim are being volatilized upon release. Most of the decrease
in postshock density occurs at pressuresup to 26 GPa and
there is relatively little reduction in postshockdensity after
this. This agreesqualitatively with shockrecoverydata for

result in postshockdensitiesthat are large relative to the
rest of the data set. This may be attributable to the het-

erogeneous
nature of the shockdeformationprocessand the
important role played by thermal heterogeneitiesand local

heat generation[Grady, 1980]. This type of behaviorhas
beenseenin the releasedata for a numberof minerals[e.g.,
Tyburczyet al., 1991].

brucite had lost 18% of its water at 13 GPa and 59% at 23

The shock pressures expected to produce volatilization
upon isentropic release can be estimated by the entropy

GPa.

method [Ahrensand O'Keefe,1972]. In this technique,en-

We can attempt to quantify the amount of vaporization
by comparing measured densities with those predicted by
Mie-Gruneisen theory. Points on the release adiabat can be
calculated from the Hugoniot state by combining the MieGruneisen equation,

tropies achievedalong the Hugoniot are comparedto the entropy required to volatilize brucite at ambient pressures. If
the releasepath is nearly isentropic, then the entropy should
be largely unchangedas the releasepath passesthrough am-

brucite[Langeand Ahrens,1984]in whichit wasfoundthat

(•?)

P=PH+•

with the second law of thermodynamics under isentropic
conditions,

dE:

-PdV

(18)

to yield an incrementalexpressionfor the releasepaths [McQueen et al., 1970; Anderson et al., 1990]. Calculatedrelease paths for selectedHugoniot pressuresare shownin Figure 5 and Table

4.

Comparison of the calculated and measured releasepaths
from 36 GPa showsthat the actual releasepath is generally
shallower than the Mie-Gruneisen prediction in which vapor-

ization is not allowedto occur. At low pressures(,.ol GPa),
measured densities are generally much lower than expected

bient pressure.
Temperatures required to dehydrate brucite have been

measuredby a number of workers [Nutting, 1943 ; Ball
and Taylor, 1961; Chen et al., 1989]. The dehydrationof
brucite is complex, involving the formation of an intermediate phase, and dependson the rate and duration of heating

as well as grain size [Ball and Taylor, 1961]. The range
of temperatures reported for the dehydration reaction is
475-750 K. Comparing the entropies at these temperatures

[Robieet al., 1978] with Hugoniotentropiesindicatesthat
brucite should dehydrate upon release from shock pressures
between 27 and 49 GPa. The measured release paths as well

as shockrecoverydata [Langeand Ahrens,1984]both indicate that dehydration in brucite occurs at pressures as low
as 12 GPa, considerably less than predicted theoretically.
Temperatures along the release path can be calculated
from the following identity under isentropic conditions:

from (17) and (18). The differencebetweenthe measured
and

calculated

results

can be used to infer

the

amount

dT

of

materiM lost due to vaporization. In Figure 6, the density
difference is attributed to water loss and plotted as a function of peak shock pressure. The agreement with shock re-

dV

-•- = --7-•-

(19)

coveryexperiments[Langeand Ahrens,1984]is quite good.

The temperatures corresponding to the measured release
points are listed in Table 4. It is interesting to note that
final post-shock temperatures at and below 26 GPa are be-

There is some evidence of heterogeneity in the release

low the minimum temperature (475 K) neededto vaporize

paths. Both shot 553 (36 GPa) and shot 199 (50 GPa)

lOO

brucite under ambient conditions. Thus, post-shock temperatures are also a poor guide for predicting the onset of
release vaporization. The intense heterogeneousdeformation occurring during the shockprocessmay play some role
in facilitating volatilization, possibly by creating local thermal anomalies. Calculated temperatures and entropies may
also be in error, particularly if our assumption about the

Gruneisenparameter(equation(9)) doesnot hold.
Partial release states measured for brucite thus lend quantitative support to the results of earlier recovery experi-

ments [Langeand Ahrens, 1984]. Brucite volatilizesupon
release from pressuresmuch lower than predicted theoretically, although the pressurerequired for complete volatilization is in agreement with the shockentropy prediction. This
work, therefore, reinforcesconclusionsregarding the pressures and hence impact velocities required to partially and
completely vaporize incoming materiM during the Earth's

4o

accretion[e.g.,Ahrens,1990]. While bruciteis probablynot
o

10

20

30

40

50

60

Pressure (GPa)

an important source of volatiles in the incoming materiM,
its structural and chemical simplicity make it an ideal materiM to test basic assumptionsregarding the volatilization

Fig. 6. Water loss upon isentropic release as a function of peak
shock pressure. Water loss is inferred by comparing the measured final release density with calculated values based on MieGruneisen theory. The circles are the data of this study, and the
solid line is a fit to this data. The triangles are the results of solid

process.

recoveryexperiments [Lange and Akrens, 1984].

phaseshavebeenidentified[Ringwood
and Major, 1967;Liu,

Implications for the Earth's Interior

Recently, a number of densehigh-pressurewater bearing
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1987; Finger and Prewitt, 1989; Finger et al., 1989]. The

certainties. Similar results are obtained when serpentine is

possibility that these or other hydrous phases may play an
important role in the Earth's lower mantle has not been considered previously. Brucite is not likely to be a lower mantle

comparedto its anhydrousanalogues[Tyburczyet al., 1991].

curvesusingthe Gruneisenparameter[Mc•ueen et al., 1967;
Ahrens,1987]:

wt % H•O) andserpentine(13-15wt % H20) are compared

These results suggest that high-pressure hydrous phases or
water-containing mixtures may be sufficiently compressed
phase. However,the EOS data for Mg(OH)2 obtainedhere, such that they are virtually indistinguishable from similar
together with recent shockdata for serpentine[ Tyburczyet anhydrous assemblagesin bulk sound velocity. The implial., 1991],can be usedto estimatethe effectof I-I20 on seis- cation is that hydrous phases would not produce anomalous
seismic velocities in the Earth.
mic velocity and density profiles for the mantle.
Bulk sound velocities can be obtained from Hugoniot data
The density of high-pressurewater-bearing phases may
by consideringsmall isentropic expansionsoff the Hugoniot also be addressed by the data obtained in this study. In
state and accounting for energy differencesbetween the two Figure 8, pressure-density
Hugoniotdata for brucite (25-31

to Hugoniot densities for some anhydrous phases at lower
mantle pressures. It is evident that a considerable reduction in density occursfor assemblagescontaining substantial
amounts

of water.

(20)

WhereV4is the bulksoundvelocityand (o•P]
is the
local
\ op; H
....

slope of the Hugoniot. If the EOS can be represented •n the

130

form of (1), this becomes

ha•e
13 //

110

where the strain, e, is given by

O•(OH)a

90

e= I- P--%.

(22)
70

Sound velocities calculated in this way are in good agreement with those measured by interferometric and optical

5O

analyzer techniques[McQueen et al., 1984; Chhabildaset
al., 1988; Duffy and Ahrens, 1990b].
In Figure 7, bulk sound velocities are shown for brucite
calculated from the equation of state and Gruneisen parameter determined

above.

Also shown

are sound velocities

3O

4.0

for

4.s

Density (gm/cm a)

periclase, the anhydrous analogue of brucite, obtained from

its EOS and Gruneisen parameter [Vassiliou and Ahrens, Fig. 8. Hugoriot data for both hydrous and anhydrous high1981]. The differencein soundspeedbetweenthe two ma- pressure phases that may be important in the lower mantle. The
teriMs exhibits a marked reduction as a function of pressure. At pressures above 40 GPa, bulk sound velocities

hatched region represents bounds for the predicted Hugoriot of
the high-pressure assemblage of phase B composition.

in MgO and Mg(OH)2 overlapwithin their respectiveunThe phase or phases that water would be found under
lower mantle conditions is unknown. A wide variety of structures and chemistries are expected for hydrous magnesian

silicates[Finger and Prewitt, 1989]. Two important strucS •o

tures under upper mantle conditions are phase A and phase

B [Ringwoodand Major, 1967]. A recentstructuredetermination for phaseB yielded the formula: Mg•2Si40•9(OH)•
with
•

8

Si in both

octahedral

and

tetrahedral

coordination

[Finger et al., 1989]. The stability of phase B has been
demonstratedto 20 GPa and 1000øC[Liu, 1986]. At higher
pressures, it is reasonable to suppose that phase B would
transform to one or more phasesinvolving complete octahedral coordination of silicon. A theoretical Hugoniot for this
high-pressureassemblagecan be constructed by considering
the following hypothetical reactions:

o

0

20

40

60

80

lOO

Mgxo_Si,
Oxg(OH): = 4Mg2SiO, + 3MgO + Mg(OH):

Pressure (GPa)
Fig. 7. Bulk sound velocity for brucite and periclase determined
from their respective Hugoriots as discussedin the text. Brucite
results are shown by the solid curve, and MgO results are the
dash-dot curve. Representative error bars are shown at selected
pressures.

Mg•.Si, Ox9(OH)a = 4MgSiOs+ 7MgO + Mg(OH):•

Mga•Si,OaaOI-I)• = 4SiO• + 11MgO+ Mg(Ott),_
Theoretical Ilugoniots were constructed using the weight
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fraction additivity scheme discussed above without correct-

ing for temperature differences. The sourcesfor high pres-

sure Hugoniotdata for silicatesand oxidesare: MgO [Vassiliou and Ahrens,1981];SiO2 [Lyzengaand Ahrens,1983];
MgSiOa [Simakovand Trunin, 1973];Mg2SiO4[Jacksonand
Ahrens, 1979].
Calculated densities for the phase B assemblageclosely
parallel densitiesfor MgO throughout the lower mantle pres-

surerange (Figure 8). At 100 GPa, the densityof phaseB
is within 1% of MgO and is about 3% lessdensethan the
Mg2SiO4 high-pressurephase and 5% lessdensethan the
MgSiOa high-pressurephase. The near equivalencein density of phase B to that of MgO suggeststhat in the upper
mantle, the amount of water present is limited, in principle, only by the quantity of phase B present. The possible
presence of water in the lower mantle is further discussed
below.

EOS data for brucite can be used to constrain the range
of possible water content of the lower mantle. In Figure

sity profiles. The pressure-density curves in Figure 9 are
corrected to geotherm temperatures. Also shown is Earth

model PREM [Dziewonskiand Anderson,1981]with 0.5%
uncertainty. Ens• alone matches PREM within its uncertainty. PREM can also be fit by averaging in successively

greater fractions of Brs• up to 10 wt % as shown in the
figure. Larger amounts of Brss are allowed only if compensated by some additional high-density materiM. The
maximum fraction of brucite correspondsto 3 wt. % H20.
Thus, seismic density profiles and shock data for enstatite
and brucite

constrain

the water

content

of the lower mantle

to be 0-3 wt. %. This conclusionis unlikely to changesignificantly no matter what the stable H•O-bearing phase is
under lower mantle conditions as long as the mixing model
discussedabove holds. Denser water-bearing phasesmay be
present in greater quantities but the total amount of water
allowed must remain nearly fixed. The applicability of the
mixed oxides model for HeO-bearing phases has been con-

firmedby Tyburczyet al. [1991]who demonstratedthat the

9, the Hugoniotfor En85 ((Mg.ssFe.l•)SiO•) [Trunin et al.,

high-pressurephase of serpentinecan be modeled using the

1965] is shownalong with a calculated Hugoniotfor brucite

Hugoniotsof Mg(OH)e, MgO, and SiOe.

with 0.15 molefraction Fe, Brs• ((Mg.s•Fe.l•)(OH)•). The
Brs5 Hugoniot was calculated by mixing the Hugoniots of

MgO, H20, and FeO [Jeanlozand Ahrens,1980]. The abil-

A lower mantle water content of 3 wt.

% would corre-

spondto 8.8 x 1025g of water. The Earth'soceanscontain
approximately
1.4x 10e• g of water[ Walker,1977]meaning

ity of the brucite structure to accommodate iron is enhanced
markedly by the application of pressure. Fe concentrations

that

the lower

mantle

could

contain

between

0-63

oceans'

of 21 atomic % havebeen achievedat 3 kbar [Delnavazand
Allmann, 1988]. Natural sampleswith about 10 mol. %
Fe havebeenreported[Berman,1932]. Temperaturesalong
the Hugoniotare muchhotter (3000-5000K) at lowermantle pressuresthan corresponding
geotherms(2000-3000K).

contains0.1 wt. % HeO [Ringwood,1975]. Estimatesbased

worth of water. Petrological estimates suggest the mantle
on accretion scenarioshave concludedthat greater than five

times [Liu, 1987],or 3-10 times [Abeand Matsui, 1986]the

mass of the oceans are contained in the mantle. Thus, the
amount of water required in accretion and petrological modWe assumea maximaldensitycorrection
of 0.10g/cm• for els can easily be accommodated by seismic density profiles.
The existenceof high-pressurewater-bearing minerals has
both Ens• and Brs• [Watt and Ahrens, 1986]. By choosing a maximal temperature correctionand a relatively high implications for the accretion of the Earth and the evolution of the atmosphere. A consideration of present accreiron concentration, we are able to estimate the maximum
amount of H20 that would be consistent with seismic dention models allows the possible role of hydrous minerals to
140
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This phase continues until the Earth reaches 0.2-0.5 times its

presentradius [Ahrens,1990]. Assumingan averagedensity

of 5.5 g/cm3, 7.5 x 1026g is the maximumamountof mate-

/ I/

rial that could have accreted during this phase. Assuming
all volatiles are incorporated into the Earth, then 3 wt. %
HeO could result if the accretingplanetesimalsaveraged12

//:/•/'
/ //I

/

100

be better understood.Ringwood[1979]identifiestwo stages
in the accretionprocess:mode A and mode B. During mode
A, incoming planetesimals are not completely devolatilized.

I

+Bre5 /

wt. % HeO. Whilethisis typicalof C1 (20 wt. % H20) and

/

C2 (13 wt. % HeO) meteorites[Mason, 1971],it is consid-

/ ////PREM

/ Brs5
/

erably greater than previous estimates of planetesimal HeO

// ////
i I ii//

/
/
/
/

contents(0.1-3.0wt. % HeO) [Ringwood,
1979;Liu, 1987].
During mode B, incoming materiM is completely
volatilized and a number of processesare occurringwhich
might affect the incorporation of water into the interior. The

4.0

4.5

5.0

5.5

6.0

rehydrationof anhydroussilicatesin the planet's regolith is
one such process. It is especially important in the absence

Density (gm/cm 3)

of an atmosphere[Zahnle et al., 1988]. If this processis
Fig. 9. Hugoniot data for enstatite and brucite compared with

Earth model PREM (solid curves). The curve labeled Brss represents the brucite Hugoniot adjusted to geotherm temperatures
and containing 0.15 mole fraction Fe. The curve labeled Enss is
the Hugoniot for enstatite also with 0.15 mole fraction iron and
corrected to geotherm temperatures. The curve Ens5 + Brs5 represents enstatite mixed with 10 % brucite by weight. This is the
maximum

amount

of brucite

that

can

be mixed

with

enstatite

and still agree with the seismic model PREM within respective
uncertainties. Representative error bars are included at selected
pressures.

very efficient, large amounts of water may still be incorpo-

rated into the interior at large planetary radii [Jakoskyand
Ahrens,1979]. As a steam atmospherebuilds throughimpact devolatilization, surface temperatures may rise until a

magma oceanforms [Abe and Matsui, 1986; Zahnle et al.,
1988]. Large amountsof volatilescan be dissolvedin silicate
melts. These volatiles may then be transferred into the in-

terior convectivelyand could be retained when the magma
oceanfreezesat high pressure[Liu, 1987].
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Atmospheric escapeof H2 and impact erosionof the atmosphere also affect the volatile budget of the planet. Recent
models suggest that in most scenariosthese processesare
not highly efficientin reducinga planet's total volatile bud-

The presence of hydrous assemblagesin the lower mantle
may not, therefore, produce a seismic bulk velocity discontinuity. Data on brucite and other high-pressurephaseswere
compared to seismic density profiles. The 1t20 content of

get [Zahnle et al., 1988; Chyba,1990]. Nonetheless,there

the lower mantle is constrained

is insufficient evidence to fully evaluate the importance of
these processes.Large impacts at late times can have a large
effect on the accretion process. A Mars-sized bolide could
strip away the primitive atmosphere and extensively melt
the mantle of the impacted planet. In this scenario, the
stability of high-pressurewater-bearing phases is of great
importance as the present atmosphere might be formed by

to be 0-3 wt. %.
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subsequentdegassingof the mantle. The existenceof a deep
water reservoir that survives the bolide impact may provide
a source for the atmosphere.

In the modelsof Abe and Matsui [1986], the total mass
of water in the atmosphere is independent of the water content of the planetesimals. Any excesswater is buried in the
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